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Sponsorship Package
Friends of High Park Zoo
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What is High Park Zoo?

Who are Friends of High Park
Zoo (FHPZ)?

How does FHPZ operate?

FREE family-friendly zoo nestled in
the heart of Toronto’s High Park.

Established in 2012 as a non-profit
group to raise awareness and
support for the Zoo.

Works closely with its partner, the City of
Toronto.

Entertains over 700,000 visitors a
year.

Successful in restoring Zoo to CIty
operating budget in 2014.

Hosts llama pen activities and other
community events.

Zoo operations funded by the City
of Toronto (maintenance,
zookeepers, food and veterinary
care)

Volunteer-driven organization adding
outreach and programming at the
Zoo with no paid staff.

FHPZ raises funds for capital
improvements in the Zoo. FHPZ
commissioned a Master Plan in 2015 for
the refurbishment of the Zoo.
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Why are Sponsors Needed?
FHPZ is embarking on a much needed refurbishment of the Zoo. High Park Zoo is the
oldest continuously-operated zoo in Canada, the second oldest in North America,
with its last major renovation occurring in the 1960s.
FHPZ’s Master Plan includes:
● Rebuilding and/or renovating animal exhibits, buildings, and enclosures,
● Resurfacing roadway and eliminating curbs to increase accessibility,
● Greening of the Zoo environment with storm-water management, bioswales,
additional trees and gardens, and
● Expanding the educational component through programming and outdoor
spaces.
In order to succeed in implementing our Master Plan, FHPZ is seeking corporate
partnerships.
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Why it Matters
●

Partnering with High Park Zoo would expose your corporation to
approximately 700,000 visitors each and every year while making
a vital contribution to its renewal.

●

The Zoo is popular in traditional media (escapees Bonnie & Clyde,
runaway Roncesvalles peacock, naming of the capybaras babies)
as well as building a social media presence (May 7, 2021):
○ Facebook = 3,175 followers
○ Twitter = 1,587 followers
○ Instagram = 1,565 followers
○ YouTube Channel

●

High Park Zoo has 10 species and over 30 animals in the heart of one
of Toronto’s largest parks. Our animals have been born into a zoo
setting.

●

High Park Zoo is a free zoo appealing to families of all ages and is
easily accessible by public transit.

●

High Park Zoo was established in 1893 as a deer pen and aviary; it
has been a Toronto institution for generations and is engrained in
the area’s history.
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General Benefits of Corporate Partnership
1.

Recognition of your corporate logo and a link on our
website (highparkzoo.ca) for three years.

2.

Tag/mention in Facebook event pages plus social
media advertising posts.

3.

Recognition in on-site program information, brochures
and other literature prepared by FHPZ.

4.

Recognition through local media and news releases to
the appropriate resources, including newspapers.

5.

Recognition and corporate logo published in FHPZ
e-newsletter distributed to our members.

6.

Recognition banner hung in Zoo for a specified time
frame.
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Sponsorship Benefits of Corporate Partnership
FHPZ will recognise the corporation with one or more of the following:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Logo on the glass “Donor Wall” planned for major donors
Logo/name on a “Donor Brick” in Deer Pen Road for commemorative brick donation
Plaque on benches installed with your financial support
Plaque in new garden beds planted with your financial support
Plaques on new shade trees (posts) planted with your financial support
If you sponsor a specific event, the ability to hand out material/promotional items
on day of event.

All of these seen by approximately 700,000 visitors per year.
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Sponsorship of the Master Plan
Phase One of the Master Plan, the llama and capybaras home
commenced construction November 2020 with completion
estimated June 2021. The approximate $800,000 project
included joint-funding from the City, FHPZ, and Foundations.
Phase Two of the Master Plan includes the resurfacing of
roadway and installing environmentally sensitive plant and
stone bioswales for rainwater management. This project
received $2.6 million in funding from federal and provincial
governments (ICIP grant) in April 2021. The ICIP funding plus
$750,000 from the City and $200,000 from FHPZ rounds out the
2022-2023 project.
● FHPZ continues to fundraise $80,000 towards its $200,000
commitment note above.
Phase Three of the Master Plan is the upgrading, refurbishment
and/or rebuild of the remaining animal enclosures and
buildings. This project is expected to run 2020-2025.
● In 2020, the peacock aviary was completely rebuilt.
● FHPZ is currently raising funds to rebuild the animal nursery
at an estimated cost of $100,000.
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With approximately 700,000 visitors each year, Friends of High Park Zoo can
create a platform to enable you to increase your brand awareness within the
community. The Zoo is on City property, and thus City rules apply to operations
within the Zoo including corporate recognition. FHPZ will work with you and the
City in the creation of your individual Sponsorship Plan.
Contact us at Sponsor@highparkzoo.ca
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